REPLY TO THE PRE BID QUERIES
Tender no. WEBAMC/CC/2017
(AMC of Website Maintenance and Updation)
The last date for seeking clarifications of the said tender was 10.04.2017. Total four queries
have been received in which query no.2 reg. Security Audit Query could not be downloaded due
to improper uploading (technical reason).
The downloaded queries from e-procurement portal and DMRC reply have been tabulated as
below:S.N.

Ref. Clause /

Content of Tender document

Clarification

page no. of the

requiring Clarification

sought

Tender

DMRC response

the

Bidders

1

Point
no. 18

Page
no.-31

It should be possible to
upload
links
to
other
websites under different
categories.

2

Point
no.
22(c )

Page
no.-31

FULL
TEXT
SEARCH:
Provision of Full text search
in the website for all the
content. On entering any
keyword, the system must be
able to search in entire file
structure and should provide
links where that word is
present. On clicking the link
the content should be
displayed.

Point
no. 20

Page
no.-31

3

by

being

It must be ensured that the
website
adjusts
itself
automatically as per the
screen resolution of the
website visitors for example
1024*768, 1200*800 etc.
Resolution
independent
website will automatically
expand/compress itself as per
the screen resolution.

The Agency should be
able to create any
hyperlink of any
webpage/website and
integrate APIs to other
websites as per the
requirement of the
employer.
As
per
our This function is
available
understanding,

Need more
Clarity

currently
search
functionality
on
website
is
not
working. If you want
to
add
this
functionality
then
we
have
to
redesign
the
complete website.
So please confirm
on this.
Please confirm this This function is
function is currently available
available on
website. If yes, only
then we will able to
provide this
functionality.

4

Point
no. 1.3

Page
no.-03

The present DMRC website
is built on Microsoft platform
with .NET in frontend and
MS SQL database in the
backend. It has a robust
CMS to update most of the
dynamic sections of the site.

Please confirm the
current version of
.Net framework &
MS SQL Database.
Also confirm the
CMS for the same.

Net framwork:
4.0.30319
MS SQL: 2012 64 Bit
CMS: Custom CMS

5

Point
no. 1.2
(2)

Page
no.-02

Tender
security
amount
(EMD): Rs. 30,000/- valid upto
19.10.2017 (8 months from
the date of sale) (inclusive of
5%
DVAT)
Non
Refundable(Demand
Draft
/Banker’s cheque drawn on a
Scheduled Commercial Bank
based in India and should be
in favour of“Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation Ltd” payable at
“New Delhi”.) at below
mentioned address shall be
accepted only up to 1700
hours on 20.04.2017

As
per
our Corrigendum issued on
07.04.2017
understanding,
EMD is refundable
after awarding the
contract but as per
the RFP Document
it is non-refundable
so
please give
clarity on the same.

6

Uploaded MSME
certificate for
clarification

Query unclear

7

Security audit query

Security Audit Query
could not be
downloaded due to
improper uploading
(technical reason)

